Introduction
Social media such as Facebook, Twitter, and Short Text Messaging Service (SMS) are popular channels for getting feedback from consumers on products and services. In Pakistan, with the emergence of e-government practices, SMS is being used for getting feedback from the citizens on different public services with the aim to reduce petty corruption and deficient delivery in services. Automatic classification of these SMS into predefined categories can greatly decrease the response time on complaints and consequently improve the public services rendered to the citizens. While Urdu is the national language of Pakistan, English is treated as the official language of the country. This leads to the development of a distinct dialect of communication known as Roman Urdu, which utilizes English alphabets to write Urdu. Hence, the SMS texts contain multilingual text written in the non-native script and informal diction. The utilization of two or more languages simultaneously is known as multilingualism [2] . Consequently, alternation of two languages in a single conversation, a phenomenon known as code-switching, is inevitable for a multilingual speaker [15] . Factors like informal verbiage, improper grammar, variation in spellings, code-switching, and short text length make the problem of automatic bilingual SMS classification highly challenging.
In Natural Language Processing (NLP), deep learning has revolutionized the modeling and understanding of human languages. The richness, expressiveness, ambiguities, and complexity of the natural language can be addressed by deep neural networks without the need to produce complex engineered features [1] . Deep learning models have been successfully used in many NLP tasks involving multilingual text. A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based model for sentiment classification of a multilingual dataset was proposed in [4] . However, a particular record in the dataset belonged to one language only. In our case, a record can have either one or two languages. There is very little published work on this specific setting. One way to classify bilingual text is to normalize the different variations of a word to a standard spelling before training the model [8] . However, such normalization requires external resources such as lexical database, and Roman Urdu is under-resourced in this context. Another approach for an under-resourced language is to adapt the resources from resource-rich language [16] . However, such an approach is not generalizable in the case of Roman Urdu text as it is an informal language with no proper grammatical rules and dictionary. More recent approach utilizes code-switching annotations to improve the predictive performance of the model, where each word is annotated with its respective language label. Such an approach is not scalable for large data as annotation task becomes tedious.
In this paper, we propose a multi-cascaded deep learning network, called as McM for multi-class classification of bilingual short text. Our goal is to achieve this without any prior knowledge of the language, code-switching indication, language translation, normalizing lexical variations, or language transliteration. In multilingual text classification, previous approaches employ a single deep learning architecture, such as CNN or Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) for feature learning and classification. McM, on the other hand, employs three cascades (aka feature learners) to learn rich textual representations from three perspectives. These representations are then forwarded to a small discriminator network for final prediction. We compare the performance of the proposed model with existing CNN-based model for multilingual text classification [4] . We report a series of experiments using 3 kinds of embedding initialization approaches as well as the effect of attention mechanism [14] .
The English language is well studied under the umbrella of NLP, hence many resources and datasets for the different problems are available. However, research on English-Roman Urdu bilingual text lags behind because of non-availability of gold standard datasets. Our second contribution is that we present a large scale annotated dataset in Roman Urdu and English language with code-switching, for Peripheral complaint Complains about peripheral service like non-availability of parking or complexity of the procedure.
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multi-class classification. The dataset consists of more than 0.3 million records and has been made available for future research. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the dataset acquiring process and provides an explanation of the class labels. In section 3, the architecture of the proposed model, its hyperparameters, and the experimental setup is discussed. We discuss the results in section 4 and finally, concluding remarks are presented in section 5. .
Dataset Acquisition and Description
The dataset consists of SMS feedbacks of the citizens of Pakistan on different public services availed by them. The objective of collecting these responses is to measure the performance of government departments rendering different public services. Preprocessing of the data is kept minimal. All records having only single word in SMS were removed as cleaning step. To construct the "gold standard", 313, 813 samples are manually annotated into 12 predefined categories by two annotators in supervision of a domain-expert. Involvement of the domainexpert was to ensure the practicality and quality of the "gold standard". Finally, stratified sampling method was opted for splitting the data into train and test partitions with 80 − 20 ratio (i.e., 80% records for training and 20% records for testing). This way, training split has 251, 050 records while testing split has 62, 763 records. The rationale behind stratified sampling was to maintain the ratio of every class in both splits. The preprocessed and annotated data along with train and test split is made available 1 . Note that the department names and service availed by the citizens is mapped to an integer identifier for anonymity.
Class label ratios, corresponding labels, and it's description are presented in Table 1 .
Proposed Model and Experimentation
The proposed model, named McM, is mainly inspired by the findings by Reimers, N., & Gurevych (2017) , who concluded that deeper model have minimal effect on the predictive performance of the model [9] . McM manifests a wider model, which employ three feature learners (cascades) that are trained for classification independently (in parallel).
The input text is first mapped to embedding matrix of size l × d where l denotes the number of words in the text while d is dimensions of the embedding vector for each of these words. More formally, let T ∈ {w 1 , w 2 , ..., w l } be the input text with l words, embedding matrix is defined by X ∈ R l×d . This representation is then fed to three feature learners, which are trained with local supervision. The learned features are then forwarded to discriminator network for final prediction as shown in Fig. 1 . Each of these components are discussed in subsequent subsections.
Stacked-CNN Learner
CNN learner is employed to learn n-gram features for identification of relationships between words. A 1-d convolution filter is used with a sliding window (kernel) of size k (number of n-grams) in order to extract the features. A filter W is defined as W ∈ R k×d for the convolution function. The word vectors starting from the position j to the position j + k − 1 are processed by the filter W at a time. The window h j is expressed as:
Where, the ⊕ represents the concatenation of word vectors. The number of filters are usually decided empirically. Each filter convolves with one window at a time to generate a feature map f j for that specific window as:
Where, the represents convolution operation, b is a bias term, and σ is a nonlinear transformation function ReLU, which is defined as σ(x) = max(x, 0). The feature maps of each window are concatenated across all filters to get a high level vector representation and fed as input to next CNN layer. Output of second CNN layer is followed by (i) global max-pooling to remove low activation information from feature maps of all filters, and (ii) global average-pooling to get average activation across all the n-grams.
These two outputs are then concatenated and forwarded to a small feedforward network having two fully-connected layers, followed by a softmax layer for prediction of this particular learner. Dropout and batch-normalization layers are repeatedly used between both fully-connected layers to avoid features co-adaptation [11, 3] .
Stacked-LSTM Learner
The traditional methods in deep learning do not account for previous information while processing current input. LSTM, however, is able to memorize past information and correlate it with current information [13] . LSTM structure has memory cells (aka LSTM cells) that store the information selectively. Each word is treated as one time step and is fed to LSTM in a sequential manner. While processing the input at current time step X t , LSTM also takes into account the previous hidden state h t−1 . The LSTM represents each time step with an input, a memory, and an output gate, denoted as i t , f t and o t respectively. The hidden state h t of input X t for each time step t is given by:
Where, the * is element-wise multiplication and σ is sigmoid activation function. Stacked-LSTM learner is comprised of two LSTM layers. Let H 1 be a matrix consisting of output vectors {h 1 , h 2 , ..., h l } that the first LSTM layer produced, denoting output at each time steps. This matrix is fed to second LSTM layer. Similarly, second layer produces another output matrix H 2 which is used to apply global max-pooling and global-average pooling. These two outputs are concatenated and forwarded to a two layered feedforward network for intermediate supervision (prediction), identical to previously described stacked-CNN learner.
LSTM Learner
LSTM learner is employed to learn long-term dependencies of the text as described in [13] . This learner encodes complete input text recursively. It takes one word vector at a time as input and outputs a single vector. The dimensions of the output vector are equal to the number of LSTM units deployed. This encoded text representation is then forwarded to a small feedforward network, identical to aforementioned two learners, for intermediate supervision in order to learn features. This learner differs from stacked-LSTM learner as it learns sentence features, and not average and max features of all time steps (input words).
Discriminator Network
The objective of discriminator network is to aggregate features learned by each of above described three learners and squash them into a small network for final prediction. The discriminator employs two fully-connected layers with batchnormalization and dropout layer along with ReLU activation function for nonlinearity. The softmax activation function with categorical cross-entropy loss is used on the final prediction layer to get probabilities of each class. The class label is assigned based on maximum probability. This is treated as final prediction of the proposed model. The complete architecture, along with dimensions of each output is shown in Fig. 1 .
Experimental Setup
Pre-trained word embeddings on massive data, such as GloVe [6] , give boost to predictive performance for multi-class classification [12] . However, such embeddings are limited to English language only with no equivalence for Roman Urdu. Therefore, in this study, we avoid using any word-based pre-trained embeddings to give equal treatment to words of each language. We perform three kinds of experiments. (1) Embedding matrix is constructed using ELMo embeddings [7] , which utilizes characters to form word vectors and produces a word vector with d = 1024. We call this variation of the model McM E . (2) Embedding matrix is initialized randomly for each word with word vector of size d = 300. We refer this particular model as McM R . (3) We train domain specific embeddings 2 using word2vec with word vector of size d = 300 as suggested in original study [5] . We refer to this particular model as McM D .
Furthermore, we also introduce soft-attention [14] between two layers of CNN and LSTM (in respective feature learner) to evaluate effect of attention on bilingual text classification. Attention mechanism "highlights" (assigns more weight) a particular word that contributes more towards correct classification. We refer to attention based experiments with subscript A for all three embedding initializations. This way, a total of 6 experiments are performed with different variations of the proposed model. To mitigate effect of random initialization of network weights, we fix the random seed across all experiments. We train each model for 20 epochs and create a checkpoint at epoch with best predictive performance on test split.
We re-implement the model proposed in [4] , and use it as a baseline for our problem. The rationale behind choosing this particular model as a baseline is it's proven good predictive performance on multilingual text classification. For McM, the choices of number of convolutional filters, number of hidden units in first dense layer, number of hidden units in second dense layer, and recurrent units for LSTM are made empirically. Rest of the hyperparameters were selected by performing grid search using 20% stratified validation set from training set on McM R . Available choices and final selected parameters are mentioned in Table 2 . These choices remained same for all experiments and the validation set was merged back into training set. 
Evaluation Metrics
We employed the standard metrics that are widely adapted in the literature for measuring multi-class classification performance. These metrics are accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score, where latter three can be computed using microaverage or macro-average strategies [10] . In micro-average strategy, each instance holds equal weight and outcomes are aggregated across all classes to compute a particular metric. This essentially means that the outcome would be influenced by the frequent class, if class distribution is skewed. In macro-average however, metrics for each class are calculated separately and then averaged, irrespective of their class label occurrence ratio. This gives each class equal weight instead of each instance, consequently favoring the under-represented classes. In our particular dataset, it is more plausible to favor smaller classes (i.e., other than "Appreciation" and "Satisfied") to detect potential complaints. Therefore, we choose to report macro-average values for precision, recall, and F1-score which are defined by (9), (10), and (11) respectively.
Results and Discussion
Before evaluating the McM, we first tested the baseline model on our dataset. Table 3 presents results of baseline and all variations of our experiments. We focus our discussion on F1-score as accuracy is often misleading for dataset with unbalanced class distribution. However, for completeness sake, all measures are reported. It is observed from the results that baseline model performs worst among all the experiments. The reason behind this degradation in performance can be traced back to the nature of the texts in the datasets (i.e., datasets used in original paper of baseline model [4] and in our study). The approach in base model measure the performance of the model on multilingual dataset in which there is no code-switching involved. The complete text belongs to either one language or the other. However, in our case, the SMS text can have code-switching between two language, variation of spelling, or non-standard grammar. Baseline model is simple 1 layered CNN model that is unable to tackle such challenges. On the other hand, McM learns the features from multiple perspectives, hence feature representations are richer, which consequently leads to a superior predictive performance. As every learner in McM is also supervised, all 4 components of the proposed model (i.e., stacked-CNN learner, stacked-LSTM learner, LSTMlearner, and discriminator) can also be compared with each other. In our experiments, the best performing variation of the proposed model is McM D . On this particular setting, discriminator is able to achieve an F1-score of 0.69 with precision and recall values of 0.72 and 0.68 respectively. Other components of McM also show the highest stats for all performance measures. However, for McM DA , a significant reduction in performance is observed, although, attention-based models have been proven to show improvement in performance [14] . Investigating the reason behind this drop in performance is beyond the scope of this study. performs equally as compared to other components in terms of F1-score. This is indication that discriminator network is able to learn richer representations of text as compared to methods where only single feature learner is deployed. Furthermore, the results for testing error for each component (i.e., 3 learners and a discriminator network) for all 4 variations of the proposed model are presented in Fig. 2 . It is evident that the least error across all components is achieved by McM D model. Turning now to individual component performance, in ELMo embeddings based two models, lowest error is achieved by discriminator network, closely followed by stacked LSTM learner and stacked-CNN learner, while LSTM learner has the highest error. As far as model variations with random embeddings initializations are concerned, most interesting results are observed. As shown in subplot (c) and (d) in Fig. 2 , McM R and McM RA tend to overfit. After second epoch, the error rate for all components of these two variations tend to increase drastically. However, it shows minimum error for discriminator in both variations, again proving that the features learned through multiple cascades are more robust and hold greater discriminative power. Note that in all 6 variations of experiments, the error of discriminator network is the lowest as compared to other components of McM. Hence it can be deduced that learning features through multiple perspectives and aggregating them for final prediction is more fruitful as compared to single method of learning.
Concluding Remarks
In this work, a new large-scale dataset and a novel deep learning architecture for multi-class classification of bilingual (English-Roman Urdu) text with codeswitching is presented. The dataset is intended for enhancement of petty corruption detection in public offices and provides grounds for future research in this direction. While deep learning architecture is proposed for multi-class classification of bilingual SMS without utilizing any external resource. Three word embedding initialization techniques and soft-attention mechanism is also investigated. The observations from extensive experimentation led us to conclude that: (1) word embeddings vectors generated through characters tend to favor bilingual text classification as compared to random embedding initialization, (2) the attention mechanism tend to decrease the predictive performance of the model, irrespective of embedding types used, (3) using features learned through single perspective yield poor performance for bilingual text with code-switching, (4) training domain specific embeddings on a large corpus and using them to train the model achieves the highest performance.
With regards to future work, we intend to investigate the reason behind degradation of model performance with soft-attention.
